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It all began when Sugarman's processed food factory came to town. The once green rolling hills
have turned dark brown and the lakes and streams have grown to be polluted! The folks of
Pleasantville have already been slowly transformed right into a zombie-like existence from eating
Sugarman's items. Change begins with a choice. They see DARK MURKY MUCK lurking in the sky
over Pleasantville, so they end to see what's causing it. Everyone must have an opportunity to
grow up strong and healthy also to be able to pursue their dreams. They set about to greatly help
their new close friends Jake and Karen restore health and vitality to the people of the city, clean
the environment, and convert the greedy owner of a processed food organization, into an
enlightened and generous man! Lifestyle choices, healthful eating, exercise, bicycle riding, caring
for the environment and moral lessons are all covered up in this fun, illustrated, educational
reserve! The consequences of eating processed foods and too much sugar are making people
sick. Kids and parents will like this book! It will produce a dialogue, and have them excited to
become proactively involved in their own food options, and actions, while fostering awareness
about how to treat our planet. What they discover can occur anywhere. Traveling in the united
states are Kato and his human being parents known as Team Wlody.
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That is a classic children's book that teaches many moral .) and relearned a lot I got forgotten -
check labels on our foods!. This is a classic children's book that teaches many moral messages.
Healthy habits start young and there’s virtually no time to waste materials for the environment.
The illustrations are phenomenal and the inclusion of the family puppy will sure to inspire kids to
get on board with the healthy way of living. I have never seen such a positive message provided
in such a short format all without having to be judgmental." Great job Team Wlody! Two concepts
which have helped us humans to survive until this day. I commend the authors, and am looking
forward to book two. Encourages a healthy active lifestyle within an entertaining and beautifully
illustrated reserve. Beautifully illustrated, amusing, educational, and inspirational. Browse the
reserve and I liked it. It really is such a pretty reserve! The illustrations are vibrant, lively and
unique. Of course you like dogs in my family and Kato is helpful however, not preaching to us. It
is just what I was longing for - for my grandchildren and as it happens for myself aswell! This is a
must read for parents.. The glossary by the end was specifically informative and helpful.. I
learned some brand-new facts about effects of our life style (zombies! Its an instant and easy go
through with great . An excellent book for older learners to read and an excellent teaching tool to
read to younger types. We all have been looking forward to much healthier adventures of Kato
and his individual friends. YOUR DOG who saved Pleasantville is a beautiful, educational and well
written book with all its . Our kids have the right to know and become educated and motivated to
help make the right choices to grow up and live a healthy lifestyle so they can feel great about
themselves without all of the chemical additives, meals coloring and sugars that are added to
processed food items and causing all sorts of sickness.. YOUR DOG who saved Pleasantville is a
lovely, educational and well crafted book with all its beautiful art work written by Group Wlody. I
gave my 3 grandchildren plus some of my friends who have children a book and they adored
reading it. Most kids don't want to pay attention when their parents tell them not to eat certain
foods whereby reading this book children do not feel pressured or intimidated but inspired to
help make the right choices to eat the proper foods. The authors offer wonderful, comprehensive
illustrations which allow children to visualize the harmful effects poor diet plan, while providing
encouragement for modification.. The book should be in all schools especially at a age. A friend
of mine that teaches middle college told me in regards to a fantastic reserve, that teaches
children about eating healthful. Our kids, grandchildren and upcoming generations have the
proper to reside in a clean and protected climate and enjoy the property that God provided us..
Joe LaPadula ... Children relate to pets, using Kato to drive home the importance of healthy
eating was very clever!. This is truly one of those inspiring books that the whole family will enjoy.
Perfect book to read to children who are starting to make food choices and the ones who enjoy
going grocery shopping with parents. Very relatable especially to kids living in the city--the
images of factory, isle at the store and kids sitting on sofa playing video gaming definitely
encourage self reflection. And yes it promotes and teaches the idea of togetherness, forgiveness
and ownership of their exercise and diet. My son is usually anxious for me to. The colorful
magnified words make the youngsters excited and interested especially when they are read with
emphasis. Great purchase, Basanda and Vinny ESSENTIAL Read! A clear message for a
wholesome lifestyle! Just finished scanning this publication, and I am completely energized and
inspired already! I highly recommend this book for kids and parents, or anyone for that matter -
the message for a wholesome lifestyle is apparent and concise. There are therefore many great
learning encounters to take from this book about the advantages of healthy eating and
consistent workout. Just as important, is to really have the knowledge bottom and
understanding about clever advertising of processed foods that state to be healthful and offer



energy. This book is able to present most of these extremely important messages through an
excellent storyline, and a good amount of amazing artwork on the way. A Must Read! Buy this
publication for each and every child in your daily life. And one more for yourself. I am buying
another duplicate - for myself! It covers getting kind to the environment, exercise, healthy diet
plan, and the risks of HFCS. What more could you require from a children's reserve? Bought
multiple copies of this beautiful book for my grandchildren hoping to instill in them a healthy
lifestyle.. Betty &go through this to him and I am excited to take action. I loved the book I loved
the reserve. it presents a road map to a lifetime of health and happiness.!.. The greatest
takeaway from this story is little transformation leads to big modification, it just took two kids
plus some outside help to change the lifestyle of a whole town! Highly recommended for kids
aged six to sixty.. This reserve has all the details that you would need.! Great Job Team Wlody.
Children should find out about nutrition, it really is as essential as any other subject taught in
college, including how our planet is getting polluted. Suggestions about quick and easy ways to
make lifelong adjustments in the publication! I got the reserve and my granddaughter and I both
enjoyed the book. The story was therefore fun, while giving a message and the drawings are
perfect! My pal was right it's a fantastic book.! She said they also need to realize why healthy
eating is essential. It’s lessons couldn’t become more very important to kids and parents. This is
a great read for kids, their parents, and their dog to learn about a healthy lifestyle.! The fast-
paced story and wonderful illustrations could have your whole family wanting to bicycle to the
farmer's market to pick up fresh, regional fruits and veggies for dinner. A family favorite We love
this book. Beautifully illustrated, interesting and available. Patty Cavender A great reserve!
Holistic living, anti-greed, and reconciliation are all themes explored in this brief book. #teamkato
A MUST READ FOR GOOD CHOICES- GOOD HEALTH!! Wow!! I would love to see this publication
participate all our kids to read in the general public schools. when i picked my grandson michael
from college today we came to my house and there it had been the book i was looking forward to
had arrived thus michael and i sat down and we both browse the pet who saved pleasantville
jointly lt was an excellent experience michael who's 7 loved the great illustrations the children
and especialy kato the best component of reading the reserve collectively was for him to ask me
questions and understand the answers i gave him on what important it is to live a wholesome
lifestyle i extremely reccommend this book for parents and grandparents to get and browse to
there kids and grandchildren i also think it could be a good idea for teachers to get and browse
with there students the importance of a healthy lifestyle Great text message for both parties!
This amazing illustrated book includes a prosperity of positive message about wellness, eating,
and exercising. It'll capture your interest from beginning to end. Such an excellent book to share
with your kids- and a discussion piece .! This book rocks !!. "YOUR DOG Who Saved Pleasantville"
is more than a cautionary tale of the risks of unhealthy lifestyle choices; It is very educational for
teaching . Assists children to create good choices within everyday lifestyle. Illustration extremely
colorful. Fantastic book. An all-around wonderful publication! I hope this book helps it be way
into our universities... Learning early on about health and options should be a Huge part of our
Kids teaching. Its a quick and easy read with great morals throughout the entire tale. Its a
brilliant simple way to teach both children and adults on the advantages of healthy eating and
lifestyle changes. I'm always looking to get my granddaughter to create better choices. I enjoyed
the tale and the illustrations I help to make it a habit to read or at least inform myself about a
book just before reading it to my children. I must say YOUR DOG Who Saved Pleasantville was
both informative and entertaining! I enjoyed the story and the illustrations. For parents it's a
great informative text that may develope further conversations with children with regards to also



the school lunch menu choices.! your dog who preserved pleasantville collectively lt was a
wonderful experience michael who's 7 loved the fantastic illustrations . One type of the book
actually resonated with me " If you want things to modification and improve, you've got to be the
answer! Surely this short work would go a long way in general public education to market healthy
living and animal companionship. my granddaughter insisted I buy more for the children in a
healthcare facility we volunteer at. A tale for all ages! This book is awesome! That Kato is one
very sensible canine. From the storyline to the beautiful illustrations, you can see how truly
passionate team Wlody is about the message of people having a healthy lifestyle. I have also had
the enjoyment of conference the authors/illustrator of this book and can verify the actual fact
that they not only stand behind the message in the story, but live it as well. I am a Speech
Language Pathologist and I am so thrilled to use this book with my college aged clients (I could
hit just about any goal/objective with this treasure). Though my clients are school aged, the
lessons portrayed in this tale are amazing for somebody of any age group. Grab your duplicate
ASAP and then grab one for all of your loved ones aswell ? This is a great read, resourceful for
both kids and adults This is an excellent read, resourceful for both kids and adults! It is really an
educational and fun reserve for them to browse.You're by no means too young (or too old) to
understand the value of making healthy choices. A great read, not boring yet educational that
possesses the power to transform the lifestyles of both children and their parents!
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